
R.S. Hughes knows that navigating through the vast network of products within the aerospace industry can be a challenge.

That's why we bring together a broad range of product offerings to guide buyers in this space. Whether you're an engineer focused on
moving your company's product solutions to the next level of performance and safety, or you're on the field keeping equipment operating at
the highest standards, look to R.S. Hughes as a partner for your success.

Backed by products from the industries leading manufactures such as 3M, Henkel, Momentive, Kimberly-Clark, Brady and many more.
Choose R.S. Hughes for results based solutions

(AS9100 certified distributor)







Aerospace Solutions- Interiors

With the right solutions, every challenge in aircraft interiors – every void, every bracket, 
every veneer and every monument – becomes an opportunity. 



Aerospace Solutions- Sructures

Optimizing designs, meeting stringent build-to-print requirements and cutting weight are just the start to truly 
setting you apart. Explore 3M aircraft structural solutions now.



Aerospace Solutions- Engines

Fabricating and bonding to composites, high-temp adhesive films, surface protection…3M has invented and reinvented in 
key areas of aircraft engine design and integration.



Aerospace Solutions-Assembly & Completition

When it all comes together, let 3M help ensure it bonds efficiently and stays that way with a full range of 
sealing and surface protection solutions. 



MRO



Solutions in every major category to help you get from start to finish.

MRO



Aerospace Identification Solutions
Reliable, transparent and easy to use identification solutions

The aerospace industry is complex and global. This means you need 
reliability, transparency and ease of use when it comes to tracking your 
components through the teams of suppliers and delivery systems you use 
every day.

Efficiency savings at all levels

Smart part marking, including RFID part marking, is the answer to the 
growing need for efficient and error-proof identification and management of 
aircraft components. The scope of efficiency savings generated is realised at 
all levels of aircraft manufacturing and assembly, from part creation to 
customer operations.

Original Equipment Manufacturers:
- electronic part birth records
- improved delivery processes

Aircraft manufacturers:
- digitally enabled part information
- streamlined record keeping

Airlines:
- efficient safety equipment checks
- reliable compliance information

Maintenance & operations:
- seamless part maintenance data exchange
- dependable part identification and traceability



Aerospace Identification Solutions



For decades, Momentive high-performance 
silicones have enabled our customers to achieve 
the impossible – from protecting critical aviation 
components to helping to make history on every 
manned U.S. space flight. Whatever your 
mission, Momentive has the knowledge, 
experience and vision to help you make it 
happen. 



SUPERIOR PRODUCTS FOR AVIATION
AEROSPACE AND AVIONICS

Momentive’s versatile room-temperature vulcanization (RTV) silicones, adhesives, sealants and more offer excellent 
temperature performance, dielectric properties and weatherability to support numerous aviation, aerospace and electronics 
applications.



Tools for the Aerospace Industry

Dynabrade Inc., the worldwide leader in abrasive power tool technology, presents an incredible variety of 
pneumatic tools for use in the aerospace industry. Providing countless application solutions, these top-
quality tools reduce production time as they improve your final product!

Rotary Buffer

Cut-Off Wheel Tool

Dynafine® Detail SanderDynabug® II Pistol Grip DrillDynastraight® 
Finishing Tool

Right Angle Disc SanderDynabrade Die GrinderTurbine-Driven
Pencil Grinder

Abrasive Belt Tool l



Aerospace Solutions- Categories
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